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Narrating, Metaphorizing or Performing  
the Unforgettable?  
The Politics of Trauma in Contemporary  
Arabic Literature 

Stephan Milich 

But one should never speak of the assassination of a man [or 
woman] as a figure, not even an exemplary figure in the logic of 
an emblem, a rhetoric of the flag or of martyrdom. A man’s 
[woman’s] life, as unique as his death, will always be more than a 
paradigm and something other than a symbol. And this is precisely 
what a proper name should always name.  
(Derrida xiv) 

Introduction 

“Gina was a playful 2-year-old German shepherd when she went to Iraq as a highly trained 
bomb-sniffing dog […]. She returned home to Colorado cowering and fearful. A military 
veterinarian diagnosed her with post-traumatic stress disorder—a condition that some ex-
perts say can afflict dogs just like it does humans” (Elliott). This quote from an article on a 
‘traumatized’ bomb-sniffing dog in occupied Iraq, which German internet media outlets 
also picked up and spread, tells the story of the German shepherd Gina in a way that sparks 
the reader’s sympathy for the unfortunate ‘US dog.’ Undoubtedly heart-wrenching, the 
story also plays with the seemingly curious notion that an animal can be traumatized. While 
the Iraqi population goes unmentioned, on several occasions the report refers to the fre- 
quent occurrence of severe traumatization amongst US soldiers. While there are only few re-
sources available to help victims in Iraq and other countries compelled to “deal[ing] with the 
resulting physical, psychological, and financial aftermath of traumatic events” (“Trauma and 
PTSD” 1), not only do most US soldiers but also American German shepherd gods get to ‘en-
joy’ a trauma therapy, enabling them to be deployed again militarily once they have recov-
ered: “A year later, Gina is on the mend. Frequent walks among friendly people and a gradual 
reintroduction to the noises of military life have begun to overcome her fears […]” (ibid.). 

A deft piece of journalism arousing the emotions of the reader, this narrativization of a 
trauma and its concomitant political and historical de-contextualizing of the story of Gina 
from its embedment in the occupation of Iraq is merely one example of a ‘trauma-political’1 
practice that not only comes to the fore in politics and the media but also in literature and 
art. Problematic, this practice needs to be queried whenever it becomes apparent: The rep-
resentation of violence and injustices perpetrated on humans (and animals), which leave 
behind lasting damage on individuals and communities alike, and its aestheticizing and ar-
tistic reworking demand a general re-contextualization and a specific naming of the ethical 
and political positions, interests, and ‘truths’ inherent to the respective work. 

As part of the trend to pointedly connect documentation and fiction2 in literary writing, 
since the beginning of the new millennium an increasing number of prose texts, poems, and 
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plays by authors from various Arab countries have drawn on traumatic events or circum-
stances and convincingly worked through them narratively.3 This new Arabic trauma litera-
ture carries forward reflections on the possibility of literary writing during and after human 
disasters (and the difficulty in adequately representing and narrating them) in a new way, 
not only raising the question of the referentiality of literary texts by simultaneously engag-
ing the assumptions of modernism, deconstruction, and psychoanalysis, but also challeng-
ing the discursive, epistemological, and power-political privileged position of the ‘West.’ 

By re-contextualizing the political causes and social consequences of traumatization and 
placing them in hitherto unconsidered or silenced politically explosive interrelationships, 
this literature is one of the most relevant forms of literary political writing today in Mashriq 
and Maghreb societies. In contrast to the often strongly ideologized “committed literature” 
of earlier decades, its aim is to shed light on the politically- and socially-motivated roots 
and entwined causality of injustice, violence, and disenfranchisement without propagating a 
single, solely valid view of reality. Besides the socio-political concerns, at its best this lit-
erature refuses to indulge in the instrumentalization of human suffering and ordeals, and so 
thus possesses a healing moment. 

This article will thus focus on literature and drama texts written by Arab authors (from 
Palestine, Syria, Iraq, and Egypt) who draw on very different narrative and representational 
strategies when approaching traumatic events and the effects of traumatic experiences and 
situations.4 Pivotal for the artistic engagement with trauma—the narrating, reassembling, 
and ‘rendering-into-form’ of life-threatening, painful past events and experiences which are 
difficult to access in memory—is the tension-filled interrelationship between coming to 
turns with the past and public recognition on the one hand, and the healing of and liberation 
from the damaging consequences inflicted on the individual by traumatization on the other. 
The authors often describe not only a social condition experienced as traumatic and how it 
is being dealt with, but they also reflect on the elusive secondary effects and repercussions 
of traumatization on the individual and collective level, in my view a priority key perspec-
tive for analyzing and gaining a deeper understanding of the ‘internal’ problems besetting 
Arab societies.5 

The four examples to be discussed below move from 1) a traumatization on the national 
level (Palestinian community) addressed by a poem, and 2) the individual traumas of refu-
gees stranded in Syria and the “damaged life” (Adorno) of a member of the Syrian opposi-
tion in a novel, through to 3) traumatizing horror stories about Iraqi migrants, and finally 4) 
biographical theatrical work in Sudan and Egypt. 

The very different forms of text and literary expression show the degree of metaphoriza-
tion writing about trauma can assume. Moreover, they raise the question as to why an au-
thor decides to emphasize the moment of the liberating and healing effect of narrating, 
while declaring the aesthetic or political dimension to be of secondary importance; or con-
versely, why writers use traumatic subject matter to explore primarily new aesthetic and lit-
erary forms, to invent narrative techniques, and more or less allow direct political demands 
to slip into their writing. Here the authors are always bound to prevailing literary and artis-
tic discourses; at the same time however, they are also influenced by the reality of society 
and socio-political discourses (co-)generating this reality, which may, when faced with ex-
treme suffering and injustice, force them to feel that it is improper to give priority to aes-
thetic concerns. In this context, the position from which an author writes is significant since 
it makes a difference whether he or she includes autobiographical material in his/her writ-
ing, bearing witness to his/her own traumatization, or if he or she re-narrates, for instance, 
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accounts or testominies of other persons affected by trauma. Decisive in representing trau-
matic events is, finally, the genre or literary form chosen by the authors (poetry, horror, 
documentary novel, choreography, biographical theatre). In our first example the choice of 
the genre of poetry goes hand in hand with a metaphorization or allegorization of the trau-
matic situation. 

“Chewing Until Death”: A Case for Dealing with Collective  
Traumas Differently (Zakarīyā Muḥammad) 

One of the outstanding poems about memory by the Palestinian poet, novelist, and visual art-
ist Zakarīyā Muḥammad (b. 1951 near Nablus; in the following Zakaria Mohammed) is “Al-
lijām” (“The Bit”) from 1991. A verse from his long poem Heatstroke (Ḍarbat shams) gives a 
programmatic expression of the uncompromising resolve of his introspection6 and the aware-
ness of the painfulness involved when reflecting on one’s own past and present: “This is our 
finger / wet to explore the wind / wounded by our endless questions (47–53). Taking center 
stage in the silent scene of “The Bit” are a questioning teenager and a chewing horse: 

A boy examined a black horse 
And a white sun that shone on its forehead 
The horse watched nothing 
It was only chewing 
Standing like a statue on three hooves 
With its fourth hoof  
It barely touched the ground 
The meadow was green 
And the sun was white under the blaze of the horse 
There was no bit in its mouth 
Although it was chewing and chewing 
Blood spilled over its lips  
The Boy asked: What is the black horse chewing? 
What does the horse chew? 
The horse was chewing the bit of memory  
The bit of memory made of stainless steel 
To be champed on until death.  
(Al-jawād 9–10) 

“The bit of memory” seems to be the only food the animal has, its sole activity is chewing 
and thus remembering. Although there is no mention of what is being remembered, the pain 
evoked by the image suggests that it is definitely something difficult to digest, a set of 
memories perpetually recurring—intrusive images of memory which are not communicated 
to the reader nor the puzzled boy. The creature simply cannot garner any attention for the 
present moment, for its sole present is that of memory. The act of remembering described 
here has something eerie about it because the “bit,” lodged in the mouth, cannot be seen, 
and this is reinforced by the apathy and apparent automatism with which the horse chews. 
Utterly absorbed, the horse is oblivious to the lush, nourishing grass and the warmth of the 
sun, chewing on and on and on, while “standing like a statute on three hooves […].” 

Asked about the relationship between poetry and memory, Zakaria Mohammed refers to 
“The Bit,” underlining not only the pain but the ‘imperative to remember’: 
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[…] but when for example I speak of a horse that chews the bit until blood drips from its mouth, 
but the horse just keeps on chewing, I am alluding to the act of remembering, to the pain of re-
membering. Remembering as an open wound. I speak about the obligation to remember, because 
forgetting would mean that the crimes will be repeated. (qtd. in Milich, Poetik der Fremdheit 284) 

The invisible wound out of which blood begins to trickle during the process of remember-
ing is not allowed to heal. This wound—and this is the task of the poet—has to be kept 
open and alive in consciousness through a poetry that remembers. Taking the mentioning of 
a “statue” as a metapoetical reference, the poem itself may be understood as an image of 
remembrance or a poetic statue that, like the chewing horse, remembers something that 
cannot be seen, remains unnamed, and is therefore voice- and formless. But once one relo-
cates the scene into the psychological realm, it becomes possible to consider it in terms of a 
family constellation (Jacob Moreno, Virginia Satir) or more generally as a psychodrama in 
which the hitherto unseen mechanisms, affects, memories, and relational constellations be-
come manifest through spatial arrangement and reenactment by persons who to some extent 
are not involved; these are then shown in a way that renders them, for the very first time, 
comprehensible. 

By lending more weight to the traumatic quality of this image of remembrance, this 
shift in focus opens up the possibility to accentuate the interpretation somewhat differently. 
Seeing the young boy as a symbol for a new generation that has to look on while the older 
generation of their parents, afraid and powerless, remains captured in their traumas, living 
dissociated from their bodies and feelings—or more precisely, for this very reason does not 
live—, allows us to read the poetic image as an allegory of the collective traumatization of 
the older generation of Palestinians, who threaten to wordlessly pass on their trauma to the 
next generation. Judith Herman has pointed out the ambivalent repercussions of dissocia-
tion: “Though dissociation offers a means of mental escape at the moment when no other 
escape is possible, it may be that this respite from terror is purchased at far too high a price” 
(239). And Nora Amin, whose theatrical work we will discuss in detail in the final section 
of this article, adds a further aspect from her experiences in theatre: “[…] and since the 
body is the carrier and keeper of those experiences the easiest thing to do is to shut the body 
down. In reality, though, the body never shuts down, it only refrains from expressing itself, 
but the experiences continue to exist and to re-cycle themselves” (27). 

Frequently used alongside bodywork in therapeutic practice, the formation of personal 
metaphors can put the “unspeakable” into images and “counter the concretizing thinking 
prevalent in repression” (Fischer and Riedesser 268). Going beyond mere verbalization, the 
metaphorization of traumatic experiences can possess an illuminating and healing effect 
that enable persons affected to share their experiences in the form of images within their 
stories, to express them publicly, and as a result demand recognition, which in turn can fa-
cilitate working through a traumatic experience.7 

Actually associated with the qualities of pride, beauty, and vitality in Arab culture, here 
the horse is symbolic of the whole Palestinian community forced to persist in a state of 
painful memory. This interpretation is reinforced by the color symbolism subtly blended 
into the poem, with the four featured colors (black, white, green, and red) matching those of 
the Palestinian national flag. 

Crucial in this interpretation is that the bit is forged out of “stainless steel,” a metaphor 
that powerfully visualizes not just the pain but the potential endlessness of the act of remem-
brance. Here the ongoing trauma is only lived out and not worked through. This begs the 
question: Is there no other choice than continual repetition of past experience? Is there noth-
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ing that can be done to prevent the repetition of the crime, in this case the injustice suffered 
over the course of the nakba and subsequent expulsions, with the consequence of tormenting 
oneself until death without being able “to learn to live finally” (Derrida xvi–xvii). 

Interestingly, the poem avoids directly mentioning the ‘perpetrators’ or the causes of the 
trauma impacting on the chewing horse. The aim is not to assign guilt and express recrimi-
nation, nor is it to ideologically exploit the trauma depicted; rather, the poem seeks to criti-
cally reflect on how Palestinian society (or societies) deals with the situation. 

In keeping with the high degree of metaphorization of the trauma (the allegory of the 
horse etc.) and commensurate with the spectrum of the lyrical forms of expression, neither 
the character and the repercussions of the trauma are specifically named, nor are any refer-
ences made to the everyday life of the people; instead, as I read the poem, on the level of 
the politics of memory the question is raised if not a different way of dealing with the trau-
matic past is needed, one that enables the people to live again, no longer forcing them into 
remembering until they die and does not leave following generations helpless and baffled. 
At the same time, Mohammed drastically illustrates that “traumatized people relive in their 
bodies the moments of terror that they cannot describe in words” (Herman 239). 

By inviting several interpretations, the poem raises a host of highly relevant political 
and social questions, all of which appeal to the reader’s imagination to reflect anew on the 
traumatic experience of privately and collectively shared history. 

With the criticism of the practice of remembrance, aimed at Palestinian society as a 
whole, the poetry of Zakaria Mohammed remains on the level of a collective trauma. In 
narrative prose however, situations, actions, events, and processes taking place between and 
within protagonists can be illuminated in terms of individual psychology and worked 
through in the literary material; here it is possible to explore and rethink the linkages be-
tween public and private, between the family enclave and the socio-political field, but also 
between the conflicting narrations of national history and the attempts to interpret social 
conditions. This is undertaken by the novel—first published in 2009—Ḥurrās al-hawāʾ 
(Guardians of the Air) of the Syrian author Rūzā Yāsīn Ḥasan (b. 1974 in Damascus, she 
fled to Germany in 2012; in the following Rosa Yassin Hassan). 

Fiction as Documentation of a “Damaged Life”:  
The Traumas of Others and their Translation into  
the Syrian Context (Rosa Yassin Hassan) 

The main protagonist in Ḥurrās al-hawāʾ is ʿAnāt Ismāʿīl, a young Syrian woman who 
works as an interpreter for the Canadian embassy in Damascus, translating interviews with 
asylum seekers from various Middle Eastern and North African countries. Years ago she met 
Jawād, active in the leftwing opposition; shortly after beginning their relationship he was ar-
rested and spent the next fifteen years in prison as a political prisoner. After his release it 
soon becomes painfully clear that the separation—similarly as in the case of two other cou-
ples they are friends with where the men also spent time as political detainees—has left be-
hind deep scars. Disastrously, they fail to articulate these changes and express their new 
needs. Increasingly Jawād withdraws into himself before deciding one day to immigrate to 
Sweden, confronting her with a difficult choice: either she comes with him to Europe and so 
becomes an asylum seeker herself, or she remains in Syria alone. ʿAnāt decides to stay in the 
house of her father, who is suffering from a heart condition; she falls pregnant however the 
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night before Jawād is due to leave. During the nine months of her pregnancy ʿAnāt remem-
bers key events in her life, recounts the family history (in particular that of her father and 
mother, who against her will was forced to die an unworthy death in an intensive care unit 
from complications of her cancer illness), and the stories of couples who were close friends 
and whose relationships also failed because of the not immediately obvious repercussions of 
political imprisonment, brutal torture, and years of separation. In interior monologues ʿAnāt 
reveals her emotional and sexual needs, her longings and her critical views of her private mi-
lieu and society. Towards the end of her pregnancy ʿAnāt quits her job because she can no 
longer maintain the necessary professional distance to the traumatic stories of the refugees. 
Increasingly reclusive, her child is born on the very day her father suffers his third heart at-
tack. Leaving open the fate of the father and the future of all its characters, the novel ends 
with the young mother falling into a deep sleep, leaving behind all her worries and fears for a 
while. Despite the uncertainty surrounding future events, the deep sleep lends the traumatic 
narration a form of closure, possibly indicating a sense of reconciliation which in turn 
evokes forgetting as a possible way of overcoming trauma.8 

Thanks to her profession ʿAnāt—like her Canadian superior Jonathan, mainly responsi-
ble for deciding on the asylum applications—is at once a witness of and intersection point 
for numerous individual stories of suffering and ordeal told by refugees from the Mashriq 
and North Africa, the victims of dictatorship, civil war, and rape. This narrative setting en-
ables the author to weave a diverse array of traumatic stories into her novel, to bring these 
ignored and ‘silenced’ stories to attention, and to describe as concretely and precisely as 
possible the consequences for the respective persons. The author deliberately brings to-
gether the Syrian-Arab experience and traumas of non-Arab minorities (Kurds, Turkmen, 
Chaldeans) as well as those of people from neighboring countries, an attempt to do justice 
to all the stories of suffering and prevent a hierarchization of victim status. In my eyes a 
case of ‘literary’ trauma politics considering a hierarchy of victims to be an improper and 
immoral act, this undertaking thus contrasts starkly to the aforementioned tendency, domi-
nant in official American trauma politics, to whitewash such stories or reverse the status of 
victims and so serve broader geopolitical interests. 

In an obvious contrast to the poetry of Zakaria Mohammed, Rosa Yassin Hassan largely 
avoids a metaphorization of trauma and writes in a documentary manner, incorporating re-
ports from human rights groups as well as expertise from the fields of psychology, history, 
and the social sciences. In some passages Hassan seems to directly draw on specialist 
knowledge and characterizations from trauma therapy. In the case of a former militiaman 
from the Sudanese People’s Liberation Army (SPLA), the victim of extreme torture whose 
body displays several burn wounds from a fan heater, through a moment of inattention 
ʿAnāt herself triggers a panic-driven fear response: “Stimuli with a low degree of similarity 
to the traumatic situation can provoke a full relapse into the state of panic,” write Fischer 
and Riedesser (264), explaining the impact and intensity an inadvertent re-experiencing of a 
traumatizing situation can have. After Salva Quajee, the Sudanese asylum seeker, has left 
the room under shock a first time, Jonathan, as routine has it, simply calls for the next ap-
plicant to enter; despite his serious traumatization, Quajee tries not to imperil his only re-
maining hope of starting a new life in Canada and enters the interview room again: 

Instead of another applicant it was Salva’s black face that returned. He peered into the room 
through the slightly ajar door and wanted to enter. Sighing deeply it seemed that he wanted to get 
over his problem and get through the interview. He’s probably dreamt of immigrating for years! 
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But as he caught a glimpse of the heater for a second time, the same scene played out. That was 
my mistake again. I should have hidden the heater in time, but I was too wrapped up in my own 
shock and feeling nauseous. (Ḥasan, Ḥurrās al-hawāʾ 22–23) 

The young translator, too preoccupied with the feelings and emotions triggered by her own 
personal story and the intense contact with the traumas of others, can no longer meet the 
challenges posed by her work. She senses that the boundaries between her and the fates of 
the refugees are becoming increasingly blurred, how the traumas of others are nestling 
within her und re-echoing, turning “the world into one big torture chamber” (22). In particu-
lar the final asylum interview in the novel with the proud and attractive Iraqi Kurd Fathia 
creates an inextricable knot out of admiration, hate, and inferiority in the young over-
whelmed translator, an encounter characterized by counter-transference that ultimately leads 
to her quitting. This secondary traumatization, also known as the helper or vicarious trauma, 
leads to helpers or persons in comparable situations being no longer able to deal with their 
own stress, so that the feelings in the traumatized person are, as it were, ignited in them. To-
wards the end of the novel Jonathan for example admits to ʿAnāt that “he will never forget 
what he’s gone through here, he’ll never get over this bitter experience. He may even have to 
regularly go to the psychologist for the rest of his life, just to feel a bit safe again” (241). 

Just like her Canadian superior, ʿAnāt becomes increasingly aware that the asylum pro-
cedure resembles a session with a psychologist, the “inquiring, inquisitorial stance” behind 
the questions “reminding the patient of interrogation under torture” (Fischer and Riedesser 
266). Asylum seekers, who in fact urgently require expert and professional therapeutic sup-
port, have to face up to an examining authority and go through strenuous questioning so as 
to gain merely the prospect of escaping their existence as refugees. 

Rosa Yassin Hassan draws on expertise from trauma research and integrates it into her 
narration. Interestingly, the author refrains from explicitly describing the Syrian figures in 
her novel as suffering from traumatic symptoms. This is particularly evident in retelling her 
family history: Although full of traumatic events (very early marriage of the mother Jamīla 
and early death of her sister Sanīya, suicide of the daughter Sabah), these are never seen or 
described as such, in contrast to the refugee stories. Nevertheless, these events in the lives 
of the family members have lasting negative effects which remain somehow intangible and, 
hidden beneath the surface of everyday life, thus misunderstood. 

In her book Nīghātīf: Min dhākirat al-muʿtaqalāt al-siyāsiyyāt (Negative: On the Memo-
ries of Female Political Prisoners), referred to as a riwāya tawthīqiyya (documentary novel) 
and published in a series of the Cairo Institute for the Study of Human Rights (CIHRS), Has-
san also rarely delves into the psychological effects of the brutal violence suffered by female 
detainees in state prisons9—although the book, which also served as a source for a few epi-
sodes and details in the novel to follow, features numerous descriptions of torture. One ex-
ception is where the author, now speaking from the perspective of a co-prisoner, reports the 
case of Majd A. (45 ff.), who for weeks on end was exposed to various torture methods and 
eventually suffered such grave psychological damage that the prison administration saw it-
self forced to admit her to a psychiatric clinic. There however she is treated with electro 
shocks, which not only results in the complete dissociation from her body and mind but the 
compulsive act of wanting to constantly swallow her tongue: 

Majd’s condition deteriorated further when, after prolonged requests, she was finally taken to the 
hospital, where the only treatment was electro shocks! […] Actually supposed to be therapy, these 
shocks were meted out like torture! […] Her condition increasingly worsened, she couldn’t speak 
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or walk. Broken and worn out, she was returned to her double cell. [Back again in prison] she in-
cessantly tries to swallow her tongue. (46–47) 

With all these incidents in mind, the author puts herself in the position of the female prison-
ers and rhetorically asks how is the experience of imprisonment, torture, and violence ever 
to be forgotten: “How can we ever manage to wipe Majd A., even years after her release, 
from our memory?” (45). 

For the main committed to the documentary character, this book closely related to the 
novel Hurrās al-hawāʾ also provides in the extensive footnotes the key dates in the lives of 
the women prisoners and short biographical notes. In contrast to Hassan’s novel, it primar-
ily shows an outside view on the situation of the women, but at times nonetheless gives 
profound glimpses into the inner lives of the prisoners—or respectively it leaves this to the 
imagination of the reader, so as to—presumably—avoid a dramatization and fictionaliza-
tion the author considers inappropriate.10 

In contrast, the novel Ḥurrās al-hawāʾ is not just a reckoning with the traumatizing cir-
cumstances impacting so gravely on personal lives produced politically in Syria and the re-
pressive rule of the Baath Party. It is also a plea against the unequal recognition of disparate 
trauma histories, trying to avoid a hierarchy of victimhood. No longer able to cope with the 
task of translating the traumas of refugees from Iraq, Sudan and other countries in the re-
gion because the shocks and burdens in her own life have pushed her to breaking point and 
beyond, the dividing line between the Syrian ‘normality’ of the protagonist and the trau-
matic conditions in Mashriq and North Africa, although from the outset fragile, now sud-
denly collapses. Through the interviews the translator comes to realize more and more 
clearly that hidden psychological and emotional wounds fail to find official recognition, the 
wounds suffered by the wives of Syria’s political prisoners just as little as those of the 
traumatized refugees, who have to show clear signs on the bodies of violence inflicted by 
others if they are to gain official asylum status: 

The medical reports always describe the physical symptoms of the refugees. Only the physical, at 
the very most those obvious psychological effects which later develop into mental illnesses. But 
there are also scores of refugees who have been mutiliated, their insides torn apart and souls se-
verely damaged without any of this leaving clearly visible marks on their bodies. And for this rea-
son their chances of being granted asylum sink dramatically. Everything they tell is doubted from 
the outset. (Ḥasan, Ḥurrās al-hawāʾ 22) 

And later in the text we read: 

The problem is that we are only convinced of harm when it has left behind physical marks! The 
scars from where the cuffs have cut into Jawād’s wrists are still visible today. We think about the 
years he spent in prison and the endless torture. It’s absolutely terrible, I don’t want to play it 
down, but who asks about the psychological and emotional injuries inflicted on so many women 
like myself? 
That’s what I was thinking during every interview I translated when I saw how the asylum appli-
cants tried to get embassy officials to accept their applications. It is really so, why shouldn’t I say 
it: a cutoff hand or a burned patch of a body guarantees that the asylum seeker immediately es-
capes their hell, while we don’t bother to look after a soul that is charred to a cinder and ravaged 
in its deepest recesses. (246) 

But—as I interpret the novel—it is not these obvious and clearly visible wounds which 
cause relationships to break up, or make it almost impossible for people whose existence 
and human dignity have been damaged to find their feet again after imprisonment or illness, 
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or indeed trigger developments sending out waves across all of society, waves of new vio-
lence, further damage, and fatal misunderstandings. Seen in this light, Jawād’s decision to 
move away and gain some distance to these events, hoping to reconnect to himself in a new 
environment, is understandable, even if exile often turns out not to be a suitable place for 
restoring health due to the absence of a trusted milieu and social isolation. Whether he 
would have immigrated had ʿAnāt told him that she was expecting his child is something 
the novel leaves open. Shortly before giving birth the mother-to-be sends him an email and 
tells him that he is about to become a father; she has mustered the courage to take this step 
after rereading his last letter to her in which he tenderly expresses his love and promises to 
always wait for. With this liberating act the novel ultimately emphasizes the inner strength 
of traumatized people, showing that they are very much capable of breaking through a si-
lence erected in the wake of a trauma and take charge of one’s life again. 

Written in 2009, the novel reads like an ominous sign of things to come, as if it were a 
presage to the events of 2011 which, with the Baath regime deciding on an escalation of vio-
lence, have plunged the country into war and triggered a refugee disaster. A country that 
once took in refugees has itself turned into the country with the most refugees worldwide. 
Rosa Yassin Hassan has already written a new novel trying to come to grips with this recent 
turn of events: Published in July 2014 by Riyāḍ al-Rayyis (Beirut), Alladhīna massahum al-
siḥr (Those Touched by Magic) reads in parts like a series of fateful blows strung together. 
The psychological and emotional effects of the decade-long Asad dictatorship as well as the 
brutal suppression of the Syrian revolution have to be better understood and worked through 
on both the social and individual levels, otherwise new fatal social developments loom.  

By adopting a documentary form manifest in the footnotes, the use of human rights’ re-
ports or historiographic information as well as the concrete and detailed description of the 
events taking place, the writer stresses the realist character of the narrative. By interweav-
ing this ‘realist’ character with a number of rather postmodern literary devices like the deft 
changing of narrative perspectives and the host of flashbacks, Hassan has found a middle 
way that seeks to reconcile political with human and artistic concerns. 

Arab Horror Fiction: The Traumatization  
of the Reader (Ḥasan Balāsim) 

In his volume of stories Majnūn sāḥat al-taḥrīr (Madman of Freedom Square) the Iraqi au-
thor and filmmaker Ḥasan Balāsim (b. 1973; in the following Hassan Balasim), since 2004 
resident in Finland, portraits the disorder and chaos that in his view not only characterizes 
the recent history of Iraq, turning it into a total trauma. The kidnappings, suicide bombings, 
and mutilation of corpses, on the increase ever since the American invasion of Iraq in 2003 
are told in a way—through shock—that seeks to negate the distance between the reality of 
the depicted events and that of the reader. Added to these stories from inside the country are 
those of Iraqis who have set off for Western Europe to seek asylum. One of Hassan Bal-
asim’s narrators characterizes these immigrants as the “human cattle of the East [on the way] 
to the farms of the West” (Madman 69)11. Exile and homeland become two sides of the same 
horrific reality of life from which there seems to be no escape for Iraqis. The narratological 
devices employed for this purpose combine the techniques of European ghost stories and 
horror films with events taken from various media reports, thus tying together fact and fic-
tion. The collective trauma is comprised of countless individual traumas afflicting Iraqis, 
without the author indicating the slightest possibility of ever escaping from the traumatizing 
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Iraqi reality, no matter whether a protagonist is still living in the country or now resides in 
the supposed safety of exile. A trauma-less reality is a reality in which the latent and omni-
present horror has yet to manifest. In the short story “Shāḥinat Birlīn” (“The Truck to Ber-
lin”), the narrator explains how he would represent such material if he were to render the 
story again: “I would record only the cries of terror which rang out at the time and the other 
mysterious noises that accompanied the massacre” (ibid.). It suffices to document reality as 
it is—in its purest form—to produce stories smashing the confines of our imagination. But 
Balasim even goes a step further: In the following sentence he sarcastically considers its po-
tential for a commercial artistic work: “A major part of the story would make a good ex-
perimental radio piece” (ibid.). 

In terms of its subject matter “The Truck to Berlin” is in the tradition of the migration 
novel Rijāl fi-l-shams (Men in the Sun, 1963) by the Palestinian writer Ghassan Kanafani 
(Ghassān Kanafānī, 1936–1972). As in this pioneer work, one of the first to show the inhu-
mane ordeal fleeing refugees were exposed to when the Middle East conflict forced them to 
migrate, the migrants cooped up in a truck also perish in horrific circumstances in Balasim’s 
story. And yet almost fourty-five years later, the migration journey embarked on more or less 
voluntarily, the striving for a better life somewhere holding out a promising future, features 
moments which witness a barely conceivable rise in horror. The view of the world as “frag-
ile, frightening and inhumane” (Balasim, Madman 70) is articulated by the narrator, who 
himself wishes to migrate to Europe but eventually scraps his plan due to this terrifying 
story, told to him by an Afghan called Ali living illegally in Istanbul: “Ali the Afghan says 
that there were thirty-five young Iraqis, dreaming youngsters who had made a deal with 
Turkish smugglers to carry them in a closed truck exporting fruit from Istanbul to Berlin” 
(72). The first three days, as the truck is on the road, go according to plan. During the third 
night however, the driver suddenly changes direction, speeds up before slowing again due to 
a poor road until he stops altogether: “The truck suddenly came to a halt, the driver turned 
off the engine and an eerie and mysterious silence reigned inside the truck to Berlin, a sa-
tanic silence that would bring forth a miracle and a story hard to believe” (73). And now be-
gins—set to last another three days—the countdown, which the narrator describes in grue-
some detail: 

On the third day there was complete chaos. Some young men who still had the energy to hang on 
to life tried to break down the truck door, while others kept shouting and banging on the walls. 
One of them was begging and pleading for a gulp of water. The sound of farts and insults. Quranic 
verses and prayers recited in loud voices […] I am not writing now about those sounds and smells 
which come and go along the paths of secret migration, but about that resounding scream which 
suddenly burst from the chaos. […] It was a scream that emerged from caves whose secrets have 
never been unravelled. When they heard the scream, they tried to imagine the source of the voice, 
neither human nor animal, which had rocked the darkness of the truck. (74) 

In a mixture of laconic detailed description and vague inklings of the lurking horror that un-
hinges the imagination, the reader finally finds out what happened at the very end of the story: 

When the policemen opened the back door of the truck, a young man soaked in blood jumped 
down from inside and ran like a madman towards the forest. The police chased him but he disap-
peared into the vast forest. In the truck there were thirty-four bodies. They had not been torn apart 
with knives or any other weapon. Rather it was the cloaks and beaks of eagles, the teeth of croco-
diles and other unknown instruments that had been at work on them. The truck was full of shit 
and piss and blood, livers ripped apart, eyes gouged out, intestines […]. (75) 
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One of the Serbian policeman who discovers the truck and the bodies insists that the survi-
vor and murderer metamorphosed into a wolf shortly before disappearing into the forest, 
but neither his wife nor his colleagues present at the scene believe his version of the story. 
Just like the policeman, Balasim relates unbelievable terrifying incidents which, although 
taking place on the margins of Europe, are haunting the seemingly secure world of Western 
prosperity. Writing about this real-existing horror not only aims to shock the reader and in-
scribe images of horror in their memory; the trauma-political cause the author is advocating 
entails confronting the reader with the stark consequences when the need to help is ne-
glected and the indifference of letting the prevailing situation of flight and migration simply 
to proceed amounts to nothing other than a mass murder of persons dislodged from and dis-
possessed of their homes and livelihoods. Balasim thus not only simply tells the stories of 
the traumatic lives of many Iraqis; through shocking turns of events and a skillfully com-
posed narrative that builds suspense he also seeks to disturb his readers, leaving them 
haunted or at least forcing them to reflect. To ignore these voices, so one possible conse-
quence, would be tantamount to missing a chance to enhance one’s own humanity. 

In new Arab horror literature, most prominently works by Ahmad Saadawi (Aḥmad 
Saʿadāwī) (Frankenstein in Bagdad, 2014) and Balasim, key features of Magical Realism 
from South America are escalated into the traumatic, an escalation that not only depicts and 
narrates traumas as incidents but leaves the reader shocked, or at least imposes the burden 
of being an indirect witness to the horrors taking place every day. Similarly to Rosa Yassin 
Hassan, Balasim is constantly seeking to maintain a connection to the social and political 
reality; in contrast to Hassan however, he uses the supernatural to crack open its edifice, for 
“all it needs is a little shake for its [the world’s] hideous nature and its primeval fangs to 
emerge.” Balasim’s narrator insists that this is not only some allegory of horror but reality 
itself. (Balasim, Madman 69) 

This supposed agenda of the Iraqi exile author is taken up by the British publisher Pen-
guin, which in 2014 had brought out its own edition of the stories previously published by 
Comma Press that had sold very well, and praised the book in the dramatizing words de-
manded by marketing, claiming that for the first time and like never before “we” [the Western 
reader] can get a feel for the nitty-gritty of the war and enter into “a world not only of soldiers 
and assassins, hostages and car bombers, refugees and terrorists, but also of madmen and 
prophets, angels and jinni, sorcerers and spirits” (The Corpse Exhibition, back cover). 

Whilst celebrating Balasim as an authentic voice speaking from the very heart of events, 
although he has been living in Europe for years, his prose, addressing a Western audience, 
contains a problematic component however, reinforcing the one-dimensional perspective on 
Iraq and the Middle East as a place of devastation and stomping ground for terrorists, losing 
sight of how it is not the people who are causing the spiral of violence but rather the cir-
cumstances with their historically evolved and produced identities, collective experiences, 
and the power vacuum since 2003 in the country once occupied by the United States. 

We need to bear in mind the dozens of novels and (auto-)biographies by US and British 
soldiers, more or less successful in fulfilling literary aspirations, which have flooded the 
Anglophone and global book market after 2003, whereas in the US, UK, or Germany hardly 
anyone read the latest novels by Iraqi authors translated from Arabic. But it is precisely in 
contemporary Iraqi literature that we find outstanding prose works which, in a literary con-
vincing manner, depict the traumatizing conditions Iraqis have been forced to live in for 
several decades—and thus, from an internal perspective, present a far more varied and real-
istic picture of Iraq and the human fates played out there.12 
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Seen in this light, the following jacket text promoting the Penguin edition of The Corpse 
Exhibition seems to merely reinforce the already existing asymmetrical power relations be-
tween Arab societies and the ‘West’: “This blistering debut by ‘perhaps the best writer of 
Arabic fiction alive’ (The Guardian) is the first major [italics mine, S.M.] literary work 
about the Iraq War from an Iraqi perspective.” The question emerging here is whether sto-
ries like those penned by Balasim, which when read cursorily appear to confirm the ‘West-
ern’ view of the Middle East, are bestsellers in Europe and the USA because they—in con-
sequence of their focus on violence and trauma—can be incorporated, transcending the 
narrow confines of cultural reception, into the familiar, canonized, and cultural-political 
controlled literature discourse. 

Depending on the contextualization of the works and the way it is read and interpreted, 
Arab ‘trauma fiction’ can morally jolt, evoke the sheer unbearable situation of violent so-
cieties and forecast possible consequences; on the other hand however, it runs the risk of 
bolstering popular prejudices and clichés about Arab societies in accordance with a “latent 
Orientalism” (Edward Said) that still continues to exist, thus merely serving to satisfy the 
Western desire for strange horror stories and sensation. 

Performing Trauma to Transform it:  
The Theatrical Work of Nora Amin 

In March 2007, the Egyptian director, actress, and author Nora Amin held a theatre work-
shop commissioned by the Sudanese NGO Siha Network in ad-Damazin involving fifteen 
women aged between eighteen and fifty-six traumatized in the long Sudanese Civil 
War(s).13 The workshop aimed at “the transformation of the personal experience from an 
inner non-verbal form, mostly existing in the senses, to a verbal communication expressing 
a story or a live statement, and carrying a highly dramatic structure and performance” 
(Amin 8). Usually, writes Amin, she works with the forum method of Augusto Boal.14 This 
was not completely possible in this specific context however, “since I was working with 
traumatized people who were still under the effect of the war and its consequences” (Amin 
13). One condition necessary for the forum method of theatre, a relative freedom to perform 
and the ability to slip into other roles, was not given initially because the women had to first 
feel their way into their own experiences and transform the memories buried deep within 
into actions, images, movements, and stories in order to even be able to communicate these 
experiences, present and share them publicly. In this special context of socio-political and 
psycho-social theatrical work Nora Amin emphasizes that the psychological components 
have priority, simply due to the intended workshop process but also for moral reasons: 

[…] I had to seek a method to accommodate both the strong psychological component of the ma-
terial and the theatrical techniques I was aiming to teach as a form for communication. Always, 
the psychological component comes first. (ibid.) 

The joint work revolved around concepts like trust, shame, and guilt as well as solidarity 
and entailed a close form of community arising out of the theatrical work, pivotal in allow-
ing the difficult, painful experiences to come to light. The simplest of methods like forming 
a circle “helped everybody to see each other and feel surrounded by that collective caring 
energy” (14). The circle brings together the dispersed, separated fragments of feeling and 
memory and enables a connection and confluence of hitherto unconnected individual stories 
into a social or, at least, a collectively shared narrative. Besides the fundamental work with 
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the body, the breath, the voice, and the senses, it was foremost important, so Amin, to work 
the experiences into a solid and stable story, “strongly rooted in the memory yet firmly 
grounded in a performance” (15). The workshop director needed to be very careful and sen-
sitive when dealing with the pitfalls and threat of setbacks so as to let the participants feel 
that they themselves decide on how quickly they wish to advance in the process of “em-
plotment” (Hayden White) and performance. At the same time, she filtered out forms of ex-
pression communicating the trauma which emerged in this process, allowing them to flow 
into the performance: “The slightest movement or gestures is a carrier of significance. The 
face could tell it all, even if it looks absent, or if the eyes look down or to nowhere, this is 
all expressive and [a]live” (Amin 16). The physical exercises undertaken in the second step 
lead to a more relaxed posture. At some time the decisive move forward is made: With an 
eye on the past, gaining a presence as a respected and active member of the community, “an 
existence which denounces the sources of pain, violence and oppression. If her experience 
can come into that existence, it would mean that she is free, as well as reconciled with her 
part, and able to move on” (18). The learning their own role and story by heart, necessary 
for the performance, means that the incidents in the past experienced as trauma enter into 
the present, so as to be recognized, finally, as the past but certainly not to be forgotten. This 
three-step translation process, which can take place in different forms, returns the traumatic 
event or the situation experienced as traumatic from the past to the past—via the ‘detour’ of 
the present. The movement is that of a new positing of the person in a “positive existence” 
(21) which, in the here and now, has restored faith in the world and retrieved lost hope. As 
early as 1978 Hayden White had given a practical and precise definition of trauma that 
sheds further light on the already deep understanding of trauma in the context of Amin’s 
theatrical work: 

It is not that the patient does not know what those events were, does not know the facts; for if he 
did not in some sense know the facts, he would be unable to recognize them and repress them 
whenever they arise in his consciousness. On the contrary, he knows them all too well, in fact, 
that he lives with them constantly and in such a way as to make it impossible for him to see any 
other facts except through the coloration that the set of events in question gives to his perception 
of the world. (White 86–87) 

During the whole process Amin was mindful to observe the behavioral codes, values, and 
social norms indebted to the Sudanese context and prompt the participants to incorporate 
them into the theatrical work as needed so as to ultimately find an individual and simulta-
neously collective form for expressing theatrically the pain and the injustice suffered. The 
last step taken in the performance, which goes beyond merely a testimonial in narrative 
form, is displaying the effects and repercussions of the war and violence on the community 
and thus by extension the whole of Sudanese society. Amin describes this final step as fol-
lows: 

As much as one is able to project her story, as much as she is free from it and powerful enough to 
disseminate it to the whole world. To live it is one thing, to perform it in public is another. The 
workshop helped everybody to live with—and to perform—the truth. […] The stories were fused 
and hence represented everybody, they were the stories of each and all. (20–21) 

In a unique way theatre thus sets a framework setting that enables traumatized persons to 
step out of their isolation, makes visible and contests asymmetrical power relations, and 
eventually shows ways out of seemingly dead-end situations, as well as presenting an op-
portunity for victims to try out courses of action to reinforce their resilience for the future. 
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Even if this theatre work is in the first instance conceived as a therapeutic shelter and the 
artistic quality of the performance is not given priority, it is nonetheless one example of 
Arabic cultural production with political brisance which, in times of extreme situations and 
a world out of joint, refuses to see artistic creativity as separate from people and communi-
ties. The main concern is to focus on essential human rights, as Judith Herman demanded in 
an afterword to her classic study Trauma and Recovery from 2001: “Only an ongoing con-
nection with a global political movement for human rights could ultimately sustain our abil-
ity to speak about unspeakable things” (234). 

The ethic of this art, which should not be ignored by literary studies and criticism, lies 
not least in raising awareness for how previously artificially erected boundaries between art 
and life are hardly maintainable given an exceptional extreme situation lasting decades that 
has traumatizing effects on manifold levels. Only then can art become a democratic space 
in which truths and views can be discussed and negotiated. Aesthetic, beauty, and form do 
not necessarily play a less important role, but they are no longer permitted to exert their re-
pressive representational power. Because the person comes first, the form—should it lay 
claim to remain humanistic—counts which can unfold while not remaining separated from 
human concerns and the needs of those affected. 

Conclusion 

All four of the examples discussed in this article are concerned with a situation in which 
trauma is not some onetime event or recurs on just a few occasions; trauma here is a per-
manent characteristic of a life, an emotional experience and a reality that has become nor-
mality, one that for many of the protagonists (ʿAnāt in Ḥurrās al-hawāʾ, the boy in Al-
lijām) begins with or is indeed there prior to their first biographical recollections. For them 
there can be no return to a previously existent intact normality. The conventional conceptu-
alizations of trauma (esp. PTSD) developed in Europe, Israel, and North America are insuf-
ficient for understanding the characteristics of trauma prevalent in Arab societies with a 
violent history which can be traced back to the respective beginnings of European coloniza-
tion or indeed even further.15 But how can we adequately describe and apprehend a perma-
nent state of self-reproducing and at times mutating violent living conditions in numerous 
countries across the globe when, based on Freud and more recent psychotraumatic mod-
els—with few exceptions—, trauma is defined by its singularity?16 By breaking through the 
boundary erected between art and life on the one hand, and evoking trauma as a condition 
of social life on the other, contemporary Arabic literature on trauma sharpens an awareness 
for forms of traumatization which until recently were not only rarely considered in conven-
tional media reports and indeed even in many psychological studies, but also often already 
embedded in cultural hegemonic discourses or de-contextualizing medical paradigms. Con-
temporary Arabic literature on trauma is not merely concerned with depicting the dehuman-
izing brutality of events but also, by creating a literary counter project that can assume form 
in varying ways (metaphorization, narrativization, performance), it seeks to again ‘human-
ize’ the world and those affected, to restore the dignity circumstances had threatened to rob 
them of. The pioneers of this new political writing style, which partly superseded the earlier 
adab multazim, were—besides prose authors like Sonnallah Ibrahim (Ṣunʿallāh Ibrāhīm) 
and Elias Khoury (Ilyās Khūrī)—Arab exile poets of the 1980s and 1990s such as Saadi 
Youssef (Saʿdī Yūsif), Mahmoud Darwish (Maḥmūd Darwīsh), and Sargon Boulos (Sarkūn 
Būluṣ), who called for a new humanity in the sense espoused by Edward Said and in meta-
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phors, scenes, and descriptions rendered tangible the damage inflicted on individual lives 
and the traumatic living situations characteristic of life in many Arab societies as well as in 
exile/diaspora communities. 

The texts and theatrical work analyzed here also counter an ideological practice in 
which psychological traumas are uncoupled from their socio-political causes and how they 
have come about historically. Arabic trauma literature searches out the buried traces of ear-
lier violence and injustices so as to finally narrate them, to voice them publicly, and reveal 
their long-term effects. 

When faced with the complexity, intricate entanglements, and latency of traumatization, 
for a consideration of trauma oriented on cultural studies it seems necessary to resort to the 
psychotraumatic and socio-psychological knowledge of Arab psychologists and therapists 
specializing in trauma; at the same time however, this is of course no guarantee that the 
needs of those affected by trauma are addressed. Nevertheless, art has an inherent potential 
to put an end to dehumanization, both the long-term shockwaves of past instances as well 
as those still occurring today, by translating—as narrativization, metaphorization, film ver-
sion or (theatrical) representation—the experiences of trauma into language and setting into 
motion processes of humanization, so as to give things “everybody would prefer to forget, 
but which could never be forgotten” (Amin 21) their proper place and lend them, commen-
surable to the experience, meaning, color, and tonality. 

The literary reworking of traumas, intimately tied to the ethics of writing, avoids earlier 
ideological practices of engaged authors, positions art and literature in the middle of reality, 
and is—by not propagating truth but inquiring into the reality of the marginalized and dis-
enfranchised—necessarily political, as a statement by Nora Amin taken from a documen-
tary on the performance of Ibsen’s play An Enemy of the People (ʿAdū al-shaʿb; La Musica) 
by her ensemble La Musica in Egypt in 2013 underlines: 

It is on the edge between theatre and truth […] it transports theatre to another place that is not 
necessarily a representation, but a real act that we experience together, even if it is momentarily 
placed in a performance… (An Enemy of the People: The Journey to Survival, 51:20–36) 

Not only political, media-based, and literary texts run the risk of succumbing to specific in-
terests and agendas; the writing of scholarly texts on trauma in literature and art is also 
fraught with danger when the traumas described are taken up, inserted into the argumenta-
tion chains typical of academic discourse, and in the process shrouded more in mystifica-
tion than constructively elucidated. For this reason, in the context of cultural trauma poli-
tics, as propagated not only by state authorities and politicians but also artists, intellectuals, 
journalists, and activists from civil society, cultural studies need to critically inquire into the 
power structures, political interests, and conceptual basic assumptions sedimented in the 
material they analyze. To conceive trauma as the “impossibility of narration”17 or of repre-
sentation is a proposition that should neither be generalized nor universalized; rather, it has 
to be examined in its specific context, since empirically, trauma cannot be reduced to un-
representability. In contemporary Arabic literature on trauma, many stories told, no matter 
how painful and difficult to understand and to narrate, are representable and comprehensi-
ble. In similarity with African fiction on trauma, one could say that “these works are ‘en-
gaged literature’ in a renewed Sartrean sense” (Eaglestone 82), since they want to inform 
readers about silenced or forgotten but ongoing realities in order to change them, realities 
that for the victims are hardly forgettable, continuously entering and disturbing their lives. 
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Notes 
 

1  With the term cultural ‘trauma politics’ I am referring to the ideological practice, consummate to the ideologi-
cal or ideological-critical stance of the author, that takes up psychological traumas, integrates them into a spe-
cific narrative, and instrumentalizes them for political purposes/interests—or alternatively critically addresses 
such an instrumentalization of trauma. 

2  See Ghazoul, Ferial. “The Imaginary and the Documentary: Cultural Studies in Literature, History, and the 
Arts.” Editorial. Alif: Journal of Comparative Poetics 32 (2012): 8–9. Print. 

3  For studies examining trauma in recent Arabic literature and film, see for example the essays in Ghazoul, 
Ferial. “Trauma and Memory.” Editorial. Alif: Journal of Contemporary Poetics 30 (2010): 8. Print; Di-
Capua, Yoav. “Traumatic Subjectivity of Ṣunʿallāh Ibrāhīm’s Dhāt.” Journal of Arabic Literature 43.1 (2012): 
80–101. Print; Milich, Pannewick and Tramontini. 

4  The most frequent term used in specialist psychological literature is ṣadma nafsīya. A definition of the Arab 
equivalent is given for example by Ed. ʿAbd al-Qādir Tāhā, Faraj. Mawsūʿat ʿilm al-nafs wa-l-taḥlīl al-nafsī: 
Al-juzʾ al-thānī [Encyclopedia of Psychology and Psychonanalysis]. 2nd ed. Riyadh: Dār al-Zahrāʾ, 2010. 438–
39. Print. 

5  In order not to overemphasize trauma or to pathologize another culture or society, it is crucial not to look only 
at endogenic factors, found within the ‘social life’ of Arab societies, but also to take into account the external 
factors that are relevant for the specific context, as e. g. colonial legacies, international interventions and re-
colonizing politics as well as economic and geo-strategic politics and interests. 

6  For a detailed analysis of his poems, see Milich, Poetik der Fremdheit. 
7  In an earlier article, I tried to show how—in the poetry of the Iraqi Kamāl Sabtī (d. 2006)—the psychological 

mechanisms of traumatization are transformed into linguistic structures which largely dispense with metapho-
rization. See: “The Other Martyr: The Trauma of Exile and War in the Poetry of Kamāl Sabtī (1955–2006).” 
(Milich, Pannewick and Tramontini, 141–60). In retrospective, I would modify my conceptual approach to 
Sabti’s poetry, being more cautious in drawing on generalizing statements and assumptions that understand 
trauma e. g. as the impossibility of narration. 

8  See also the end of the story “Al-arshīf wa-l-wāqiʿ” (“The Record and the Reality”) by Hassan Balasim: Bal-
asim, Madman 12. 

9  In her preface to Nīghātīf Rosa Yassin Hassan relates how during the project she increasingly sought out for-
mer female prisoners to record their stories and experiences; eventually she saw herself forced to forgo includ-
ing any further examples of the fate befalling women so as to finally conclude the documentary novel. Many 
of the Syrian women, in particular the “Islamists” amongst them, were simply not able to tell many things be-
cause of the sheer horror of their experiences. Hassan saw herself faced with the choice of either recording au-
thentic experiences or remaining loyal to her literary writing (11–12). 

10  A revealing foil for comparison here would be the well-known but little acclaimed Syrian prison novel 
Khalīfa, Muṣṭafā. Al-qawqaʿa: Yawmiyyāt mutalaṣṣiṣ [The Shell: Diaries of a Voyeur/Stowaway]. Beirut: Dār 
al-Ādāb, 2008. Print. I am thankful to my colleague Huda Zein for calling my attention to this biographical 
novel. 

11  For the Arabic texts, see: hassanblasim.com. Web. 20 Apr. 2010.  
12  In some of these works the authors make use of allegorical descriptions of a turbulent animal world, alluding 

to the state of a society that is completely falling apart, for example the pigeons seized by panic in Abbas 
Khider’s (ʿAbbās Khiḍr) novel Die Orangen des Präsidenten (2011) or the drama The Bird Breeder by Sarem 
Dakhel (Sārim Dākhil) (2014). Perhaps the most impressive example of an allegorical representation of ani-
mals in contemporary Iraqi literature is to be found in Betool Khedairi’s (Bitūl Khuḍayrī) second novel 
Ghāyib (Absent, 2004): the appalling living situation under the embargo of the 1990s causes the bee colonies 
kept by Abu Ghayeb right in the middle of Baghdad to become so aggressive that they annihilate themselves 
in the end. Khuḍayrī, Bitūl. Ghāyib [Absent]. Beirut: Al-Muʾassasa al-ʿArabiyya li-l-Dirāsāt wa-l-Nashr, 2004. 
Print. 

13  Nora Amin documented the project in the bilingual—Arabic and English—book Theatre for Change: A Train-
ing Workshop with Women from South Blue Nile. Here, she writes: “The group of women included teachers, 
students, social activists, housewives, and average community women. […] Women participating in the work-
shop were either shot at and severly wounded during the war or had been captives or had a first degree relative 
(father, husband or son) killed due to the war. The majority were displaced by the civil war in Sudan over dif-
ferent periods of time” (23–24). 

14  See Boal, Augusto. Theatre of the Oppressed. London: Pluto, 1979. Print. 
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15  It is significant that Frantz Fanon develops his analysis of the colonial situation on the basis of his experiences 
as a psychiatrist in Algeria. The traumatization caused by colonialization is nothing other than the starting 
point for further traumas, a spiral continuing down to the present day. See Fanon 181ff. See also Rachid 
Ouaissa's contribution to this volume, as well my article “Translating the Unforgotten: Trauma in Contempo-
rary Arabic Literature” in: Art and Thought 102, November 2014. Web. 

16  See the pioneering papers of a conference on trauma and politics organized in 2013 by Medico International. 
“Trauma und Politik: Dokumentation der Fachtagung am 24.01.2013 in Frankfurt/Main.” Medico Interna-
tional. 5 Jan. 2013. Web. 3 July 2015. 

17  See e.g. Assmann, Aleida. “Three Memory Anchors: Affect, Symbol, Trauma.” Crisis and Memory in Islamic 
Societies: Proceedings of the Third Summer Academy of the Working Group Modernity and Islam Held at the 
Orient Institute of the German Oriental Society in Beirut. Ed. Angelika Neuwirth. Würzburg: Ergon, 2001. 57. 
Print. Beiruter Texte und Studien. 
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